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scds.ca

This session is being recorded with the intention of being shared publicly via the web for future 

audiences. In respect of your privacy, participant lists will not be shared outside of this session, 

nor will question or chat transcripts. 

Questions asked via the chat box will be read by the facilitator without identifying you. Note that 

you may be identifiable when asking a question during the session in an audio or visual format.

Closed Captioning is available for this session—please click the “CC” button at the bottom of the 

Zoom screen to turn these on. Please feel free to reach out to scds@mcmaster.ca with any other 

access requests. 
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Session Recording and Privacy

February 17, 2023

mailto:scds@mcmaster.ca


scds.ca

The Sherman Centre and the McMaster University Library are committed to fostering 

a supportive and inclusive environment for its presenters and participants. 

As a participant in this session, you agree to support and help cultivate an 

experience that is collaborative, respectful, and inclusive, as well as free of 

harassment, discrimination, and oppression. We reserve the right to remove 

participants who exhibit harassing, malicious, or persistently disruptive behaviour. 

Please refer to our code of conduct webpage for more information:

https://scds.ca/events/code-of-conduct/
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Code of Conduct

February 17, 2023

https://scds.ca/events/code-of-conduct/


scds.ca

The Sherman Centre offers a Certificate of Completion that rewards synchronous

participation in 7 workshops. We also offer concentrations in Data Analysis and

Visualization, Digital Scholarship, and Research Data Management.

Learn more about the Certificate Program: https://scds.ca/certificate-program
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Certificate Program

Attendance Confirmation

If you would like to be considered for a certificate, verify your participation in today’s 

workshop by completing the form at: https://u.mcmaster.ca/verification

An organizer will enter the code into the session chat window.

February 17, 2023

https://scds.ca/certificate-program
https://u.mcmaster.ca/verification


Outline
& 
Schedule

Segment Time Allotted Key Topics / Activities

Introductory remarks 20 minutes

Introduction to text preparation and analysis

Overview of concepts and methods

Key considerations for different source materials and analyses

Text prep with 

OpenRefine
40 minutes

Introduction to OpenRefine

Manual cleanup (e.g. find and replace)

Faceting

Getting Programmatic 

with Python
20 minutes

Overview of programmatic approaches

The ‘what’ and ‘when’ to program

Using Python for text preparation

--Break-- 10 minutes --Break--

Hands-on sampling of 

text analysis methods
75 minutes

Named entity recognition

Topic modeling

Sentiment analysis

Q & A; Final thoughts

(lecture + discussion)
10 minutes

Questions & final thoughts

Where to learn more

Workshop landing page: scds.github.io/dmds-22-23/ComputationalText.html

https://scds.github.io/dmds-22-23/ComputationalText.html


Learning Objectives

By the end of this module, you will be able to:

● List the common methodological approaches used in text preparation and analysis 

and identify when and how to use them based on source materials and analysis 

objectives.

● Explain the benefits and challenges of applying a scripted or semi-scripted 

approach to text preparation and analysis; identify situations where scripting your 

work will be beneficial.

● Apply prepared computational techniques to perform common text preparation 

steps and introductory analyses.

Workshop landing page: scds.github.io/dmds-22-23/ComputationalText.html

https://scds.github.io/dmds-22-23/ComputationalText.html


An Introduction



Natural Language Processing
(is a big family)

Text and speech recognition / 

processing

OCR, speech recognition, text-to-speech

Morphological analysis

Stemming, Lemmatization, 

Part of Speech Tagging

Syntactic analysis

Parsing, Sentence breaking

Lexical semantics

Named entity recognition, Sentiment 

analysis, word sense disambiguation

Relational semantics

Relationship extraction, Semantic parsing

Discourse semantics

Discourse analysis, Topic segmentation, 

Argument mining



NLP Workflows

Collection

Initial analysis 
/ review

Preprocessing

Exploration / 
Analyses

Results / 
Output

Dissemination



NLP Workflows

Collection

Initial analysis 
/ review

Preprocessing

Exploration / 
Analyses

Results / 
Output

Dissemination

Common sources:

Downloaded / scraped born-digital text
Digitized + OCRed analog text
Transcribed audio (human or machine)



NLP Workflows

Collection

Initial analysis 
/ review

Preprocessing

Exploration / 
Analyses

Results / 
Output

Dissemination

Common activities:

Identify spelling / OCR error patterns
Evaluate OCR accuracy
Identify unnecessary parts
Check metadata 
Inspect text formatting / encoding



NLP Workflows

Collection

Initial analysis 
/ review

Preprocessing

Exploration / 
Analyses

Results / 
Output

Dissemination

Common activities:

Tokenization + stopword removal
Stemming / Lemmatization
Find + replace errors
Correct formatting
Attach metadata



NLP Workflows
… are iterative
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NLP Workflows

Collection

Initial analysis 
/ review

Preprocessing

Exploration / 
Analyses

Results / 
Output

Dissemination

Text Preparation



So, why ‘prep’ 
your text?



Common OCR Issues

Berenson, B. (1892). Some Comments on Correggio in Connection with His 

Pictures in Dresden. The Knight Errant, 1(3), 73-85. doi:10.2307/25515893



We work and study on the traditional territory shared between the Haudenosaunee confederacy and the 
Anishinabe nations, which was acknowledged in the Dish with One Spoon Wampum belt. The wampum uses 
the symbolism of a dish to represent the territory, and one spoon to represent that the people are to share 
the resources of the land and only take what they need

Common Transcription Issues



Srsly, this stuff can #lackconsistency

Born-digital text (especially from SM) may 

be well-structured, but can also:

● contain a lot of spelling errors 

(sometimes intentionally) and non-words

● use non-traditional representations 

and abbreviations

● contain non-textual data like markup and 

embedded scripts



Some text prep 
considerations



Text preparation and analysis 
are task specific

Your approaches should be informed by: 

1. Your analysis objectives

2. Your source materials and their common traits, inconsistencies, errors

3. Your abilities, time, interests, and familiarity with tools



Considerations

1. Your analysis objectives

● Do you have a defined research question or are you experimenting?

● What analyses are required to meet your objectives and create desired 

outputs? 

● Are your methods sensitive to particular types of errors and imprecision? 

● For which applications were the methods developed? How were they 

trained/validated? Are they appropriate for your purposes?



Considerations

2. Your source materials and their common traits, 

inconsistencies, errors

● Born-digital vs. digitized

● The quality of the source materials

● The methods used to digitize materials and create text

● The structure of the materials and the text within

● The nature of communication within the materials

● Which (if any) processing operations can be automated? 



Considerations

3. Your abilities, time, interests, and familiarity with tools 

● With which tools are you familiar? Do feasible solutions exist within those?

● How much time and interest do you have to learn new approaches and tools?

● Do you have time to explore, test, and iterate?

● Can you apply your acquired knowledge & workflows to future projects?



Hands-on text prep 
with OpenRefine



OpenRefine – for text preparation???

● Graphical interface (GUI)

● Non-destructive editing

● Self-documenting

● Reproducibility of steps



Using OpenRefine for text prep is best suited to....

● Scanned print documents:

○ good contrast

○ clearly defined boundaries

○ no or few tables, images or 

equations

● e.g. typed correspondence, 

minutes, manuscripts, reports, 

etc.



The Dataset

● “Zwick's Island landfill environmental investigations” (1991)

○ Copied and pasted from full text on Internet Archive

● Transformations:

○ removed preamble

○ removed tabular data



Initial Data Analysis: in MS Word



A closer look at our errors...

● Pay attention to surrounding letters 

(i.e. note context, not just the errors)

● Try to observe and record patterns



Open OpenRefine



Initial Data Analysis: in OpenRefine



Prepare Dataset for Text Analysis

Tokenize, trim and remove blank rows



Filter and Facet to Find Errors



Find and Replace with Text Filter



Find and Replace with Text Filter

Filter by “no” as case sensitive, then word facet & include



Find and Replace with GREL

Filter by “oim” (oun) → value.replace(‘im’, ‘un’)



Find and Replace with GREL

Try it out: filter by “tiy” (tly) → value.replace(‘tiy’, ‘tly’)



Find and Replace with Regular Expression (Regex)

Filter by "mg" → try mg$ with "regular expression" checked ("ing" as "mg" error)



Quick Guide to Regex

^ start of expression

$ end of expression

E.g. ^T$ will only return cells with “T”

^mn will only return cells that start with “mn”

ent$ will only return cells that end with “ent”



Quick Guide to Regex

[string] - contains any of the letters

[^string] - does not contain the letters

E.g. [iou]m will return words that contain “im,” “om” and “um”

ti[^o] will exclude “tion”



Find and Replace with Regex ctd.

Try it out:

^mt → value.replace( ‘m’ , ‘in’ )

[a-z]U → value.replace( ‘U’ , ‘ll’ ) [with case sensitive checked]

Others...?



Reconstitute your Document



Export your “Recipe” of Tasks



Break time!

Let’s take 10



Programmatic 
approaches with Python



Text prep and analysis as a continuum of mediation

Completely 
manual

Completely 

automated



Text prep and analysis as a continuum of mediation

Everything

in between

Completely 
manual

Completely 

automated



So, when to let the computer take over?
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Spreadsheets: The frenemy of research
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Spreadsheets: The frenemy of research
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Relevant xkcd: 

https://xkcd.com/1205/
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manually

Number / complexity of 

items to wrangle

https://xkcd.com/1205/


Reasons to code some/all of your approach

● To save you time

● To scale your approaches

● To reduce analytical toil

● Because (some people think) it is fun

● To build your own ‘toolkit’ of analytical scripts, functions, modules

● To enhance tractability, transparency, reproducibility, and reuse



To our Jupyter Notebook

Go to u.mcmaster.ca/dmds-text-prep and save a copy to your 
Google Drive. 
Follow along with Jay’s instructions

https://u.mcmaster.ca/dmds-text-prep


A hands-on sampler



How Named Entity Recognition (NER) Works



Try it out in Jupyter Notebooks... 



Discerning Corpus "Topics" with Topic Modeling



Try it out in Jupyter Notebooks... 



Sentiment Analysis – Jay

Go to u.mcmaster.ca/dmds-sentimental and save a copy to your Google 

Drive. 

Follow along with Jay’s instructions

https://u.mcmaster.ca/dmds-sentimental


Questions & 
Final thoughts



Some final thoughts

● Begin with your goals in mind

● Experiment and iterate

● Understand your methods

● Start small and scale up

● Document your sources, methods, rationale, 

and outcomes as you develop them
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